
Poem written by Betty Meserall and read at the Ladies 
Christmas Luncheon, Dec. 2009 

 
To our yearly Christmas party, we welcome each of you.  
For all our tennis players, and our tennis-widows, too, 
 
Our Mesa Regal tennis teams all are really tops, 
And as for entertainment, they pull out all the stops. 
 
Our ladies play their tennis games as if there’s no tomorrow, 
And if perchance they lose a match, it brings them abject sorrow. 
 
Now some non-players’ knowledge of the sport is still in doubt, 
So I’ve prepared a mini-lesson on what it’s all about. 
 
See tennis is a simple game, there’s really not much to it, 
It looks to be so easy, almost anyone could do it. 
 
Four people stand upon a court, and with their rackets set, 
They only have to hit a yellow ball across the net. 
 
But once they’ve learned to get the ball aloft into the air, 
They’re told that it must land within a designated square!  
 
Then all at once across the net, opponents loudly shout: 
“It’s long..it’s wide..it touched the net”, all of which means that it’s OUT. 
 
So when they try it one more time, their turn comes to a halt, 
Somehow what they’ve accomplished becomes a DOUBLE FAULT. 
 
Now if you think thats  complicated, try to keep the score, 
What’s wrong with using simple terms, like one, two, three and four? 
 
The first point scored should be a ONE, at least so it would seem, 
But no, they often call it FIVE, but usually FIFTEEN. 
 
And so they quickly realize that there is no excuse 
For using all those silly terms like AD-OUT, LOVE and DEUCE. 
 
Once they’ve kept track of GAMES and SETS, complacency sets in  
But then comes a TIE-BREAKER to see who gets the win. 
 
Who serves to whom and from which side?  They sometimes get confused, 
And while they figure it all out, spectators get amused. 
 
Then just add term like LETS and LOBS and DROP-SHOTS to the list,  



There no doubt are still many technicalities that we’ve missed. 
 
 
This game should not be undertaken heedless of the risks, 
There’s a very good chance of cuts and scrapes, and broken arms and wrists. 
 
But putting injuries aside, when all is said and done, 
The reason that this game is played is just because it’s FUN 
 
And the most important reason that it gives us so much pleasure, 
Is for the bonds of friendship that we will always treasure. 
 
So ladies, when you’re on the court, no team should you be fearing, 
For all of us non-players will be on the sidelines cheering. 
 
 
 

 


